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Transitioning to the 
new normal
In last year’s report written for the 2021 Annual 
General Meeting I referred to the Covid 19 
pandemic creating an “alternative universe”. Moving 
on twelve months, we are effectively transitioning 
from the “alternative universe” to the new normal. 
We are starting to develop a clearer picture of what 
challenges and opportunities lie on the horizon for 
the New Zealand marine industry. This presents 
more of an opportunity to plan strategically rather 
than reacting to circumstances.

Probably the most significant event going forward 
are the New Zealand borders reopening. The Air 
Border and Sea Border have not opened in tandem, 
and it is worth acknowledging the quite different 
impacts each border category will have on the New 
Zealand marine industry.

The opening of the air border has already seen 
formerly trapped Kiwis look in search of overseas 
adventures and this will take some of the 
discretionary spend that fuelled the local marine 
market, offshore. This should result in the pleasure 
craft market sales levels returning to historical 
averages. Given the increase in interest rates and 
material costs these factors will act as a further 
dampener on demand. 

One market segment that seems to be holding up 
is new engine supply. If customers are considering 
repowering, and the drive units are available, 
consumers are still considering purchasing. The 
issue of repowering may also be driven by the quest 
for improved fuel economy/efficiency as the cost of 
fuel increases. Fuel costs and the carbon footprint 
are also fuelling the drive to electric, hybrid electric 
and hydrogen vessels for both recreational and 
commercial use.  

With the announced reopening of the sea border 
on 1st August 2022 we should expect to see 
the Refit Group and marina operators start to 
benefit from the potentially increasing arrival of 
overseas vessels back into New Zealand. There is 
considerable work going on behind the scenes by 
both the New Zealand Marine Export Group and the 
NZ Marine Industry Association to get the message 
out that New Zealand and our South Pacific 
partners, Fiji, Tahiti and Australia are open for 
business. This should also assist the Commercial 
Vessels Group with refit business. 

The NZ Marine Export Group is playing a pivotal role 
in promoting this message. The plan to hold a NZ 
Millennium Cup in the Bay of Islands in early 2023 is 
an example of this messaging. The announcement 
and promotion of the NZ Millennium Cup 2023 
is positive proof that New Zealand is open for 
business and promotion of the event is as much 
about the message it indirectly conveys, rather than 
the event itself. 

Just to highlight some of the key activities up to the 
2022 AGM.

The transition of NZMACTITO into the Private 
Training Establishment named Marine and 
Specialised Technologies Academy of New Zealand 
(MAST) has continued very successfully. MAST 
commenced operations Monday 2nd August 
2021 with NZ Marine Export Group as the interim 
shareholder. As one of NZ Marine’s final steps with 
the management of NZMACTITO we have now 
formally advised the Minister of Education that 
we are seeking to disestablish the NZMACTITO. 
Once approved the MAST shareholding will then 
be transferred to NZ Marine Industry Association. 
Chris van der Hor and his team have gone from 
strength to strength with 700 plus learners engaged 
in training under the guidance of the MAST Board 
chaired by Tracey Stevenson.
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It is worth noting at this point that one of the major 
constraints to the marine industry has been, and 
still is, the shortage of skilled labour.  MAST was 
specifically set up to drive marine industry training 
with the support of marine employers. While 
industry training helps to significantly address this 
issue, in the short term, other solutions include 
attracting staff back into the marine industry that 
may have left the industry, as well as attracting 
overseas workers utilising tools such as the NZ 
Marine Jobs website launched in November 
2021. Thanks to Vice President Jason Dickey for 
supporting this initiative and Caroline Gibson for 
managing the project.

NZ Marine continues to provide numerous 
ongoing membership services, including weekly 
Fastmails keeping members informed of many 
opportunities (including the valued various wage 
and related subsidies available), the informative 
NZ Marine News industry magazine, and our on-
going mediation service of customer/member 
disputes. Thank you to Caroline Gibson, Manager 
Membership & Communications for implementation 
of all of the above.

The cancellation of the October 2021 Boat Show, 
as well as the March 2022 Boat Show, was a “show 
stopping” setback for the exhibitors and the Events 
Team. We were fortunate that the March 2022 Boat 
Show was covered under the Government’s Events 
Transition Support Scheme (ETSP) which was a form 
of insurance to help mitigate against costs incurred 
by contractors to the event. The management of 
contractor claims under the ETSP was rigorous 
and time consuming. Thanks to Stacey Cook and 
the Events team around the cancellation of both 
of these shows. Thanks also to Kim Green for the 
processing of the payments. The agreement and 
support by the exhibitors over the decisions to 
cancel was very much appreciated. 

Going forward, planning for the Auckland Boat Show 
for March 2023 is underway. This 2023 Show has 
the potential to be a “watershed” event after the 
cancellation of the previous shows, the exiting of 
the America’s Cup syndicates from the Viaduct, 
and the uncertainty around the future of the 
Auckland Showgrounds.
 NZ Marine has entered a new lease for 85 
Westhaven Drive commencing 1st February 
2022. The lease is a 3 + 3-year arrangement 
with Panuku Auckland. 

No report would be complete without mentioning 
the 2024 America’s Cup venue selection. The reality 
is that while we are disappointed the event is not 
being held in Auckland, as an industry, we need to 
accept the decision and move forward, working 
to maximize the “alternative opportunities” that 
Barcelona will offer. 

Thanks to the Board of Management for helping 
us navigate the Boating Industries Association of 
NZ Inc through the challenges and opportunities 
presented to us; two Vice Presidents Tracey 
Stevenson (Lloyd Stevenson Boatbuilders) and 
Jason Dickey (Dickey Boats), Denis Kendall as 
Treasurer (Haines Hunter), Michael Eaglen (EV 
Maritime), Clint Jones as Chairman of the NZ 
Marine Export Group (Propspeed International), 
Robert Knox for his financial expertise, and Lisa 
Easte specialising in HR matters, My thanks also to 
Peter Busfield and his team for sailing the ship.

Garry Lock
President
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We have endured a period of NZ history that will 
go down as bizarre for boating business 
– a period where the public have been barred 
from travelling overseas and companies suffering 
from intermittent downturns being compensated 
from the Government with weekly cash pay-outs. 
The demand for new boats and equipment, both 
internationally and in NZ, has eclipsed the boom 
years of 1984 to 1987 as people have invested 
in looking after themselves and family. Flexible 
working hours for many has meant less time in 
traffic providing more leisure time to go boating and 
other locally based activities. Correspondingly most 
NZ marine industry companies have done well, and 
this is also reflected in membership of NZ Marine 
exceeding 500 companies for the first time. This 
has not been without its challenges with material/
equipment supply and freight issues making 
managing a company a relentless and tiring job. 

As referred to by President Garry Lock in his report, 
the opening of our sea border from 1st August 
2022 will provide us the opportunity to market 
Destination New Zealand to the world’s superyachts 
and ocean-going cruising yachts, thereby regaining 
and growing our refit business.

Our industry is very diverse, from marina operations 
to design, build and exporting of boats and 
equipment. The range of boats include canoes, 
dinghy sail boats, inflatables, trailer power boats, 
launches, yachts, superyachts, America’s Cup 75’ 
mono hulls, Sail GP 52s, to commercial vessels. As 
such, our specialist sector groups are instrumental 
in us providing support to member companies in 
these various specialist sectors.

Sector group activity in 2021 included:

NZ Commercial Vessels Group 
– Chaired by Jeff Porter

The Commercial Vessels Group (incorporating the 
Big Engine Group headed by Ross Williamson) has 
approximately 40 active members who participate 
in projects and activities and meet three to four 
times per year. 

Some of the activities the NZ Marine Commercial 
Vessels Group have spearheaded include:

•  Representation to NZ government officials that 
when purchasing vessels to buy from a New 
Zealand boatbuilding company. This is working 
well with several government departments such 
as NZ Customs, Department of Conservation, 
Ministry of Transport, and NZ Police having new 
vessels designed and built in NZ.

•  Executive Director Peter Busfield sitting on 
the NZ Government’s Business Reference 
Group – providing advice to the Government on 
best procurement practice for the good of the 
New Zealand economy. 

•  Recent activity includes - Publication of and 
digital version of the 2022/23 pictorial directory of 
companies in the commercial vessel sector. 

NZ Marine Boat Builders & Refit Group 
– Chaired by Garry Lock 

The Boat Builders and Refit Group has been active 
mainly in areas of representation to Government. 
The usual networking and informative functions 
have not been held due to Covid restraints. We 
look forward to this group, in close liaison with 
the NZ Marine Export Group, assisting companies 
reconnecting with the international markets. 

Activities of the NZ Marine Boat Builders & Refit 
Group include:

•  Focused on expansion of marine clusters 
adjacent to water ways of Opua, Whangarei, 
Auckland, Whitianga, Tauranga, Whanganui, 
Whakatane, Wellington, Picton, Nelson and 
Lyttelton.

•  Promotion to cruising yachts and superyachts 
of the border exemption for visiting yachts with 
pre-booked $50,000 or more of refit/repairs and 
recently the sea border opening in August 2022.

•  Promotion of Destination New Zealand 2020-2021 
with our informative America’s Cup and visiting 
yachts DLE brochure, leading up to the March 
2021 America’s Cup in Auckland.

•  Recent activities include an updated Destination 
& Cruising NZ book and digital information 
informing visiting yachts of the rules for visiting 

“ Encourage development of the New 
Zealand Marine Industry and support our 
members to build successful businesses”

NZ Marine Industry 
Association 
mission is to:

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S 
REPORT
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NZ, cruising grounds and attractions and NZ 
Marine member companies available to service 
their yachts.

Brokers Group 
– Chaired by Jason Snashall

The NZ Marine Brokers Group meet via Zoom 
several times a year addressing areas, including 
finalisation of a review of brokers documentation for 
the Sale and Purchase of a boat which now makes 
a survey as a mandatary requirement. The group 
has revised the Brokers Code of Ethics document 
and is working on a universal induction training plan 
to ensure that new brokers met certain criteria in 
various skill sets.

Northland and Far North Region 
– Chaired by Brian Caulton

Brian Caulton has been active in representation 
to local Government and organisations in the area 
promoting the Northland and Far North marine 
industry.  He has also been proactive in supporting 
MAST training initiatives and the School To Work 
programme in the region throughout the year.

Auckland Boat Show

Due to Covid restrictions the show planned for 
October 2021 was cancelled. The Show planned 
for March 2022 due to Covid restrictions was also 
cancelled and we are now focusing on and planning 
the March 2023 show that we hope will be allowed 
to be staged! As an organisation we have claimed 
and been paid out the respective Government wage 
subsidies and insurances for the cancelled shows 
and this has enabled us to retain our events team 
through this challenging period.

NZ Marine Export Group
– Chaired by Clint Jones

With borders closed, difficulties with freighting 
boats and equipment offshore and supply chain 
issues, being a NZ exporter in 2021 was not a 
lot of fun. The profile of New Zealand for quality 
and being world-leading in many marine industry 
technologies was however maintained through 
companies’ releases of new innovative products, 
existing international contacts, and PR by NZ Marine 
in association with NZTE at international events 
and boat shows. The 36th America’s Cup, held in 
Auckland in February/March 2021 and Emirates 
Team New Zealand’s successful defence kept the 

New Zealand marine industry to the fore and we will 
continue to reap the benefit from ETNZ’s defence of 
the Cup in Barcelona, including NZ marine industry 
companies supplying components to ETNZ and 
syndicates for the next America’s Cup.

A major export market that basically disappeared 
in 2021 was visitation of cruising yachts and 
superyachts to NZ. This market worth more than 
$200m to our industry in a normal year was reduced 
by an estimated 75% and it was only due to the 
special refit exemption that NZ Marine negotiated 
with the NZ Government that allowed some boats 
with pre-booked refits to visit that saved many 
companies in the refit and maintenance sector.

The NZ Marine Export Group board and 
management have set a goal of attracting 60 
superyachts per annum to NZ by 2024 and are 
embarking on a major promotion plan to achieve 
this goal. Part of this plan is the launch of a 
specialist division and new brand of Superyacht 
New Zealand.

 

CPC Trailer power boat manufacturers group 
– Chaired by Griff Simpson

It is a credit to the NZ trailer boat manufacturing 
sector that over 90% of the approximate 2000 6m+ 
trailer power boats sold each year in New Zealand 
are designed and built here.

The CPC Group chaired by Griff Simpson has 
now been in operation for 24 years and provides 
leadership to this industry sector with its 
‘New Zealand Audited Boat Building programme’.

In 2021 the group agreed to a new marketing theme 
and strategy focussed on digital marketing. 
Three new companies joined 
the group now representing 
18 New Zealand trailer 
powerboat manufacturers. 
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Membership networking, upskilling, 
representation, and documentation for 
members’ use

•  Part of our membership services is organising 
the popular ‘Boating After 5’ functions hosted 
nationwide at member company premises - due to 
Covid restrictions this was not possible for most 
of 2021 but we look forward to restarting these in 
the second half of 2022.

•  Assisting the boating public with services 
including website and printed directory of 
members and their services, and provision of a 
disputes/mediation service.

•  Regular communications to members via our NZ 
Marine Fastmail newsletter and NZ Marine News 
magazine.

•  Continual revision of our many businesses 
contract forms available for members’ use in their 
daily business dealings.

•  New NZ Marine Jobs website exclusively for 
members’ use.

•  Mentoring service to assist member companies 
grow their own companies. 

•  Representation to central and local government 
informing and promoting the NZ marine industry. 

Marine Industry business activity in 2021 and 
going into 2022

Evidenced by the statistics on new boat trailer 
registrations and imports of outboard motors 
in 2021 the demand for new boats and boating 
equipment was up significantly on the 12 months to 
December 2020. The start of 2022 has continued 
with steady sales but with the Reserve Bank slowing 
the economy down with interest rate rises we 
are expecting sales activity to moderate for the 
balance of 2022. However, many companies have 
full order books through to 2023 and as such, the 
marine industry is looking in good stead for the 
immediate future. 

Key statistics for the industry

During 2021 the marine industry enjoyed steady or, 
in many areas, increased business activity. This is 
evidenced in the local market with approximately 
9500 new boat trailers being registered both in 
2020 in 2021.
 
 

Imports of outboard motors of 10,707 units in 
2021 was up 47% over 2020, and by 24% over the 
previous nine-year annual average of 8,100.

Outboard Motor Imports into New Zealand 

Year Grand Total Change on previous year
2012 6,782 n/a
2013 8,854 31%
2014 7,310 -17%
2015 7,142 -2%
2016 8,637 21%
2017 8,018 -7%
2018 9,062 13%
2019 9,820 8%
2020 7,279 -26%
2021 10,707 47%

Total new boat trailer registrations by year
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A very special thank you to the respective industry 
representatives for our regions and sector groups 
for their time and effort put into supporting their 
sectors and NZ Marine Industry:

Following are the chairs/representatives of our 
Sector Groups in 2021/22 

•  NZ Marine & Composites Transitional Industry 
Training Organisation/ new Marine & Specialised 
Technologies Academy (MAST): 
Tracey Stevenson 

•  New Zealand Marina Operators 
Association Executive: 
Chris Galbraith 

• NZ Marine Export Group:     
 Clint Jones 
•  Royal Institution of Naval Architects NZ Division:   

Graeme Finch 
• CPC Manufacturers’ Group:     
 Griff Simpson 
• Boat Builders & Refit Group:     
 Garry Lock 
• Commercial Vessel Group:     
 Jeff Porter 
• Suppliers Group Committee:     
 Mike Harris 
• Big Engine Group:      
 Ross Williamson 
• Northland & Far North Region:    
 Brian Caulton 
• Young Professionals in Yachting (YPY):           
 Stacey Cook

Industry Training 

One of the secrets of our success in continuing to 
compete internationally, with NZ built boats, refits 
and manufacture of equipment, is our endorsed 
industry training. The transition from our NZ Marine 
and Composites Industry Training Organisation 
to the new marine industry owned Marine and 
Specialised Technologies (MAST) Private Training 
Establishment has gone smoothly and MAST, now 
with approximately 700 apprentices through 270 
companies, is providing a very good service to the 
industry.

Refer to MAST CEO, Chris van der Hor’s report on 
industry training enclosed.  

Financial position of the Organisation 

Financial summary for consolidated Boating 
Industries Association of NZ Inc accounts 2021 
compared with 2020.

  2021 2020 
Total Income $2,694,337 $2,664,535 
Total Expenses $1,890,433              $2,136,610
Cash Surplus $803,905 $527,925
 
After amortisation and depreciation 
Net Profit (Loss) $702,546               $314,559

 
The financial result for the 12 months to 31st 
December 2021 shows a cash surplus of $803,905 
before depreciation and boat show impairment 
and a surplus of $702,546 after depreciation and 
boat show impairment. Members’ funds were 
$2,707,906 as at 31st December 2021 compared 
with $2,212,860 as at 31st December 2020.

The surplus in 2021 was due to the transfer of 
reserves from the NZMACITO to the BIA. As at June 
2022, the BIA is on track to provide a break-even 
result or small surplus for the year ending 31st 
December 2022.

The number of member companies at 
31st December 2021 was 502 compared with 
498 in 2020.

Thank you to the Board of Management, sector 
group committees, regional chairs, and the 
dedicated team of Caroline Gibson, Stacey Cook, 
Kim Green, Jayne Street, Claire Benton, Sue Fourie 
and Jo Neal at NZ Marine House in Westhaven, for 
further advancing the profile and business success 
of the New Zealand marine industry.

Peter Busfield
Executive Director
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Yachts / Launches 200
Commercial Boats (moored) 100
Trailer Power Boats 3,500
Personal Water Craft (PWC) 1,000
Trailer Sailer Boats 100
Dinghy / Inflatables / Canoes /  
SUPs / Optimists / Windsurfers etc 
40,000

 
 

BOAT  
NUMBER GROWTH

44,810 p.a

ESTIMATED GROWTH OF BOAT NUMBERS IN 
NEW ZEALAND PER ANNUM

*Figures sourced from Maritime NZ 2020 recreational survey.

TOTAL 

1,540,000

Yachts / Launches 24,350 | 2%
Commercial Boats (moored) 7,200 | .5%

Trailer Power Boats 212,000 | 14%

Personal Water Craft (PWC)* 93,000 | 6%

Trailer Sailer Boats 16,200 | 1%

Dinghy / Inflatables / Canoes /  
SUPs / Optimists / Windsurfers etc* 
1,187,506 | 77%

ESTIMATED STOCK OF BOATS IN  
NEW ZEALAND

$2.4 billion Industry  

$700 million Exports

$1.4 billion Export 
growth strategy by 2030

500+ member 
companies representing 
over 80% total industry 
turnover.

700 apprentices through 
270 companies with 
Marine and Specialised 
Technologies Academy 
(MAST).

ESTIMATED SIZE OF INDUSTRY REGISTERED MEMBERS OF NZ MARINE INDUSTRY TRAINING

TOTAL OUTBOARDS IMPORTED TO 
NEW ZEALAND PER YEAR

New Zealand  
Marine Industry

INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT

‘New Zealand’s largest recreational activity with 1.9million people participating in boating each year = 40% of 5 million population!’
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Final Report 
This is the final report from NZMAC Transitional 
Industry Training Organisation (ITO), which covers 
the period from 1st January to 31 July 2021.
Since December 1994, when the ITO was first 
registered with the Education and Training Support 
Agency (Now the Tertiary Education Commission) 
as a Standard Setting Body, the responsibility 
for developing qualifications, unit standards, and 
programmes along with arranging the training 
delivery for these programmes to the wider marine 
industry has been its core statutory functions.

Over the 27 years, it is rewarding to see that the 
ITO has played a significant role with ensuring the 
ongoing supply of suitably skilled and qualified 
people, which has been instrumental in the industry 
capability and growth over those years. The ITO 
has gone through many challenges and a few name 
changes but has evolved, expanded its industry 
reach, developed, and innovated its products 
and provided a vital key service with supporting 
apprentices and employers to undertake training. 
The ITO has built a reputation with Government 
agencies as a high performing ITO, delivering 
great outcomes. NZMAC ITO has also been 
acknowledged in 2018 at the International IBEX 
Awards in Amsterdam with winning the award for 
‘Best Boatbuilding Training Scheme’ in the world, 
which was a fitting achievement. 

Although it will be sad to see NZMAC ITO being 
dissolved, we should celebrate that navigating 
through the Reform of Vocational Education has 
resulted in the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) 
and NZ Qualifications Authority (NZQA) recognising 
this niche industry, with supporting and approving 
the transition from NZMAC Transitional ITO to a 
newly established Private Training Establishment 
(PTE) known as the Marine and Specialised 
Technologies Academy of New Zealand (MAST 
Academy) which occurred on 2nd of August 2021. 

The transition saw all existing staff, programmes 
and assets being transferred to the new entity and 
it is pleasing to see that there was no disruption to 
learners and employers during that period, and that 
industry training continues at pace.

Having MAST Academy brings a fresh and unique 
opportunity for industry and learners to finally have 
its own independent training provision, which will 
truly unleash the full opportunities and benefits 
a training provider can bring, with providing the 
necessary learner pathways and skill development 
we have been wanting to deliver for some time. 
As MAST Academy is a new start-up entity in 
the ‘provider’ space, it will take a little time to 
fully realize that vision with creating a Centre of 
Excellence for learners, that delivers on the skill 
needs to the various industry sectors we now serve. 

It is an exciting new era, and one that MAST 
Academy team is fully invested in to its future. 
Future updates on industry training will now come 
from MAST Academy.

Current Number of apprentices 
It is pleasing to see NZMAC ITO make a significant 
financial contribution to NZ Marine in its final 
year of operation. This was achieved through 
steady demand from employers in training more 
apprentices, the Government COVID-19 response 
through the Targeted Training Apprenticeship 
Fund (TTAF) providing fees free training along with 
the Apprenticeship Boost Initiative for employers, 
along with reduced staff during the reforms has all 
contributed to the good financial result.

Training Numbers (2021)  622*
Withdrawals (2021) 135 (111 ITO & 54 MAST) 

Completions (2021)  93 (40 ITO & 53 MAST) 

*Excluding 8 School to Work  

NZ MARINE & COMPOSITES 
TRANSITIONAL ITO 
REPORT

2021 Training Statistics
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Industry Programme # Employers 670 Apprentices
1 Power Boat Technician Service & Repair  85 120
2 Composite Boatbuilding 35  81
3 Production Boatbuilding - Alloy 28 81
4 Marine Systems Engineering 48 60
5 Composites – Level 4 27 52
6 Industrial Textiles Fabrication – Level 3 24 41
7 Power Boat Rigging 19 34
8 Marina & Boatyard Operations  8  30
9 Marine Electrical  16 28
10 Marine Coatings  15 27
11 Production Boatbuilding - Composites 9  22
12 Wooden Boatbuilding  11 17
13 Alloy Boatbuilding  10 15
14 Sail Making/Rigging 8  11
15 Marine Interiors  4 5
16 Composites - Level 3 3 3

Note: Some employers operate in several 
training programmes at a time, hence the 
high number of employers listed.

CURRENT EMPLOYER/APPRENTICE NUMBERS 
PER INDUSTRY PROGRAMME
As of 22 April 2022
Ranked by largest number of apprentices

Graduation 2021 
Due to the Government COVID settings we were 
unable to hold a graduation event, however all 
graduates who qualified in 2021 year have receive 
their certificates.

All 2021 graduates will be invited to the 2022 
Graduation event which has been rescheduled for 
23rd February 2023 with full communications to 
go out to learners in due course. 

Chris van der Hor,
General Manager (Former)
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Abbott Insurance Brokers 
Providing insurance services to 
NZMI member companies. 
Phone 0800 848 777 or email 
mark.mckinnon@abbott.co.nz 
for a competitive quote.
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